REVIEW

Release Your Inner Child-Sized Hero

I

played RPGs a lot when I was growing
up, but for some reason I’m just not
used to the genre anymore. I had to
get out of my comfort zone to play Super
Chibi Knight, and I consider myself lucky
for having done so. The game is an action
adventure platformer with RPG elements
made by Pesto Force, a team that consists
of a 33-year-old father and his 8-year-old
daughter, Bella.
If you think it’s hard to believe a kid so
young had any participation in the game’s
development, you’ll be surprised to know
the game is actually a sequel to a browser
game called Chibi Knight, where a 5-yearold Bella had already provided voice-acting
and general ideas for the game. She also
has a solid gaming background, citing
Spelunky and Super Meat Boy as some of
her favorite games. For Super Chibi Knight,
she recorded full voice acting for the main
character, and also contributed to concept
art and game testing. The outcome is an
immersive experience that puts the player
into a fantasy world where Bella voices a
powerful, small hero.
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The story begins in the Oukoku Kingdom: The
evil Demon Monocchio was summoned by an
unknown force a long time ago to devastate
the lands, but an unexpected hero rose up
and defeated it and its minions. However,
some of these minions tried to summon
the demon once again with the help of
General Tso and his army. First, four mages
from the Sorcery Clan of Island Mahou tried
to prevent Tso’s actions with their magic
spells, but the general used his dark magic
to blind the wizards, who are still alive but
unable to fight. After this, a prophecy said
a chosen youth would be able to learn their
spells and banish evil forever. Meanwhile,
the Beastmasters from the Yajuu Mountains
also organized a massive strike against General Tso, but were defeated after a massive
poisoning of their food supply. Shortly after,
the Yajuu Seers also predicted that a chosen
youth would be able to ride the mystical
beast Hebi and defeat the evil duo forever.
Both tribes could do nothing but wait for
their chosen one, little did they know she
was soon to arrive.
Some basic RPG elements are present in a
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simplistic way; the hero levels up, has hit
points, magic points, and stats to master.
These stats are attack, armor, and magic, and
can be raised with the experience earned
from defeating monsters. This experience is
given as coins that can be spent on cheaper
stats, or stored for reaching the maximum
level quicker. Players will also have to venture
through a world map filled with monsters,
not-so-hidden passages with loads of bonus
experience, and NPC’s that will have you
solve some quests for them in exchange for
experience and new skills, such as a dash
or spin attack.
There are a reasonable amount of quests.
Most of them are key to the main story and
must be solved to progress through the game,
but there are also a few of them that can
be skipped. The game is so short that there
is no true reason to skip such quests, since
they are generally easy and entertaining.
These consist mostly of finding and collecting
stuff spiced with monster slaying, which is
the main way of leveling. I spent little time
grinding monsters outside of quests, what
is truly great for a modern game. Trying to

appeal to gamers that are willing to spend
many hours farming experience for a small
reward is a niche audience nowadays, and
this fast-paced leveling mechanic gave a
modern touch to Super Chibi Knight.
After the first basic quests take place, it’s up
to the player to choose between the path
to the Island of Mahou or the Yajuu Mountains. How these two choices will be made
is a bit confusing in the beginning, although
the player is directly presented with some
context. It’s a simple yet effective plot that
enhances the idea of being the chosen one
and carrying a special, ancient power that
will save the world from eternal damnation. The little girl is so powerful that she
can simply choose how to defeat the most
feared creatures in the whole Kingdom. For
players, this means they can choose between
being a Mage or a Beastmaster.
The artwork also conveys this imaginative
feeling of power in a small package. Everything is cartoonish and colorful, just like any
child’s imagination. The colors are vivid and
intense, even when it’s related to the bad
guys: Tso is a small, red man with black dress-

ings, while Monocchio is a giant, one-eyed
red ball of fur with green tentacles. With the
easy combat controls that mostly consist of
button mashing, Super Chibi Knight quickly
brought me right back to the childhood days
of my first action games.
After playing through the short couple of
hours that the game had to offer, I could
only think of how simple yet challenging the
game was. At the same time, I couldn’t think
of its simplicity as a negative point, because
it was enjoyable most of the time. Although
some bugs were a big bummer during long
runs with no checkpoints, I came back and
restarted without a problem. The biggest
problem I faced was the game’s soundtrack,
which was very repetitive, albeit epic, and
annoying after the first hour.
Despite the visuals, Super Chibi Knight is
not just for kids, and you’d be surprised to
see how many things can be discovered and
done in it. Bella said in one of her videos
that she thinks “people will love Super Chibi
Knight because it’s fun,” and being fun is
more than enough of a reason to convince
me to play a game.

Pros
• Highly Dynamic
• No excessive grinding or gold
farming

• Cute artwork
Cons
• Some minor bugs
• Repetitive soundtrack
Developer: Pesto Force
Platforms: Windows, Mac, Linux
Website: www.superchibiknight.com
Twitter: @pestoforce
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PREVIEWS

Not Yet Deserving of Wings

T

housands of years have passed since
the 21st century. Technology is now
a hybrid of futuristic machines powered by steam. Like many other steampunk
games, this is the setting of Avenging Angel,
a post-apocalyptic world where the player
controls an Associate of the Inventors Guild
through an adventure spiced with FPS and
survival elements.

by Bhernardo Viana

Bugs aside, there are also quests that the
player must fulfill to unlock new areas and
items. The main problem is that the quests
start to pile up, and the newest ones get
higher priority than others. I often had to
stop a quest mid-way to start another, and it
seems this was part of the game’s mechanics to unlock new areas and tell a bit more
of the conspiracy behind the main plot. At
least the game makes up for it with some
The game begins with a routine mission:
great voice acting.
Fix the Aethernet connection on an island.
The exploration begins in a library with no The cel-shaded graphics are both vibrant and
encounters, unless you count the glitches fitting, although I had to make some light
that immediately started to show up. When adjustments. The landscapes are incredible,
I first tried to jump on a box, my character utilizing the popular rust color from other
was suddenly thrown in midair and fell down steampunk games. However, the NPCs are not
some steps. The same thing happened in more as well rendered as the environment, which
critical situations, like when I was trying to made me think I was playing completely difwalk downstairs and enter the Mines. These ferent games while exploring versus talking.
bugs require the player to think about alterSome survival elements also come with the
natives in order to avoid them and progress,
game, like a workshop where players can
which really shouldn’t happen.
craft new items learned from blueprints,
On that note, there are some other very and even create medicinal potions through
disappoint bugs in this version, like sudden alchemy. In the early game, there’s a very
background music and sound effect crashes small number of items that can be made in
in the middle of a dynamite explosion. Some the workshop, but the number increases as
hits in combat also produce no sound at all, new base items are found. Because of the
which made me unable to understand how uselessness of the workshop in the beginning,
many hits it took to take down some enemies. the game can be rough in the early going. I
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couldn’t find consumable items that restored
health for almost an hour, and I also didn’t
have any ingredients or blueprints to make
one, which resulted in playing with only 10
HP most of the time.
As it is now, Avenging Angel is too problematic for how it looks. Although only some
minor art adjustments should be made,
the gameplay is in a very rough state. If the
developer can work out the bugs and better
polish the experience, the game does stand
to be a very good steampunk FPS; but at the
moment it’s not worth it.

Developer: Dark Amber Softworks
Platform: Windows PC
Website: www.avengingangelgame.com
Twitter: @avengingangel02

